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Resonance model study of kaon production in baryon-baryon reactions for heavy-ion collisions
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The energy dependence of the total kaon production cross sections in baryon-baryon (N andD) collisions
are studied in the resonance model, which is a relativistic tree-level treatment. This study is the first attempt to
complete a systematic consistent investigation of the elementary kaon production reactions for both the pion-
baryon and baryon-baryon reactions. Our model suggests that the magnitudes of the isospin-averaged total
cross sections for theNN→NYK andDN→NYK (Y5L or S) reactions are almost equal at energies up to
about 200 MeV above threshold. However, the magnitudes for theDN reactions become about 6 times larger
than those for theNN reactions at energies about 1 GeV above threshold. Furthermore, the magnitudes of the
isospin-averaged total cross sections for theNN→DYK reactions turn out to be comparable to those for the
NN→NYK reactions atNN invariant collision energies about 3.1 GeV, and about 5 to 10 times larger atNN
invariant collision energies about 3.5 GeV. The microscopic cross sections are parametrized in all isospin
channels necessary for the transport model studies of kaon production in heavy-ion collisions. These cross
sections are then applied in the relativistic transport model to study the sensitivity to the underlying elementary
kaon production cross sections.@S0556-2813~99!03201-X#

PACS number~s!: 24.10.Jv, 25.40.2h, 25.60.Dz, 25.70.Ef
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I. INTRODUCTION

Particle production in heavy-ion collisions is a unique to
for studying the properties of matter under extreme con
tions such as high temperature and/or density@1–4#. In par-
ticular, positive kaonK1 production in heavy-ion collisions
at intermediate energies is one of the most promising m
ods to probe matter formed under such conditions in
central zone of the collisions@5,6#.

BecauseK1 mesons have a long mean free path due
the small cross sections for scattering on nucleons, they
provide us almost undisturbed information about the cen
zone of heavy-ion collisions, in which most of theK1 me-
sons are considered to be produced in subthreshold he
ion reactions. According to the theoretical investigations
Refs. @7–11#, the kaon yield is also very sensitive to th
nuclear equation of state. Furthermore, kaon production
heavy-ion collisions may provide clues concerning qu
gluon plasma formation from theK/p production ratio
@12,13#, chiral symmetry restoration@14–16#, and the exis-
tence of density isomers@17#. Thus, many studies of kao
production in heavy-ion collisions have been made exp
mentally and theoretically@18–62#.

The emphasis and focus of earlier theoretical studies
on the momentum-dependent nuclear interactions@20–22#,
effects of the rescattering and kaon mass renormaliza
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@23#, effects of chiral symmetry restoration@14#, and the me-
dium modification of elementary kaon production cross s
tions @24,25#. However, most of these theoretical investig
tions were perfomed using the energy dependence of
total kaon production cross sections parametrized in a sim
phenomenological way@8,26,27#. As a consequence, a
these investigations involve a certain amount of ambigu
arising from such parametrizations. Furthermore, althou
recent investigations of strangeness production empha
the importance of elementary processes such as theB1B2
→B3YK and pB→YK reactions@19,33#, no investigations
for these reactions have been perfomed in a consistent m
ner even in a tree-level treatment.~Here B1,2,3 and B stand
for either the nucleon or theD, while Y stands for either the
L or theS hyperon.!

Although many issues need to be considered in orde
achieve a better understanding of kaon production in hea
ion collisions, the one emphasized in this article is the
ementary kaon production cross sections at the hadr
level as was studied in Refs.@28–31,38,42,44,46#. Since
most of the microscopic transport models assume that
relevant reactions are described by on-shell, binary inte
tions at the hadronic level, it should be straightforward
improve the parametrizations for the elementary kaon p
duction cross sections, which are important inputs of
models.

Recently, the COSY-11 Collaboration@34# measured the
total cross section for thepp→pLK1 reaction at an energy
2 MeV above the reaction threshold. The result distinc
differs from those of the commonly used phenomenologi
parametrizations@8,26#. However, in practice, this discrep
ancy probably does not significantly influence the past
sults calculated using the parametrizations made without
new data point, because the magnitudes of the cross sec

n
,
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370 PRC 59K. TSUSHIMA, A. SIBIRTSEV, A. W. THOMAS, AND G. Q. LI
at this energy are very small for both the experiment@34# and
parametrizations@8,26#.

On the other hand, theoretical reanalyses in Refs.@35–37#
using different parametrizations@38# for the NN→NYK
cross sections, indicate that the secondary reactionspN
→YK give rather important contributions—comparable w
those of the baryon baryon (N and D) induced reactions
This conclusion contradicts the previously accepted scena
in which the dominant contributions forK1 production in
heavy-ion collisions come fromDN and DD collisions
@10,39–42#. Thus, it is necessary to investigate further t
elementary kaon production cross sections for both thepB
→YK and B1B2→B3YK reactions in a consistent manne
Furthermore, all the conclusions drawn about the elemen
reactions involving aD were based on the results obtain
using the elementary cross sections for the nucleon, no
the D, except for the isospin difference. Thus, an expli
calculation for the cross sections involving aD should be
performed, treating properly not only isospin degrees of fr
dom but also spin as was initially attempted in Ref.@42#
using the results of the resonance model for thepB→YK
reactions@46#.

For this purpose, we complete our systematic investi
tions for the elementary kaon production processes in
baryon-baryon reactions, extending the studies made so
for the pion-baryon and proton-proton reactions using
resonance model@44,45#. The treatment of the present stud
is tree level, using empirical branching ratios for the relev
resonances. It is relativistic, and incorporates the pi
baryon and baryon-baryon reactions in a consistent man
Thus, most of the cutoff parameters, coupling constants,
form factors have been fixed already in pion-baryon a
proton-proton reactions@44,46#. Furthermore, we param
etrize the energy dependence of these total kaon produc
cross sections in baryon-baryon collisions for all the isos
channels needed in the simulation codes. We note that
total cross sections for thepp→pLK1 reaction recently
measured at energies about 50 and 150 MeV above thres
@47# show an excellent agreement with the predicted res
of the resonance model@44#. However, because the treatme
in the model does not include the final state interactions,
results cannot be expected to describe well the near-thres
behavior. A more rigorous treatment of the resonances c
sistent with the unitary condition was studied by Fuester
Mosel @43#, but such an approach does not seem to be s
able for the present purpose and is beyond the scope o
present study.

The organization of this article is as follows. In Sec. II w
will explain the resonance model in detail. Effective L
grangian densities at the hadronic level together with
experimental data for the model will be described. Numeri
results for the total cross sections will be presented in S
III. In Sec. IV we give all the parametrizations for the ener
dependence of the total cross sections calculated in
model. In Sec. V these cross sections are used in the rel
istic transport model to study the sensitivity of the transp
model predictions to the underlying elementary kaon prod
tion cross sections. Discussions and summary will be gi
in Sec. VI. Finally, in the Appendix, the relations betwe
the branching ratios of the resonances and the coupling
stants relevant for the model will be given. In addition, w
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will supplement the cross section relations for t
pN→LK reaction which were not mentioned in Ref.@46#.

II. RESONANCE MODEL

In Fig. 1, we show the Feynman diagrams relevant
kaon production in the resonance model.R stands for the
baryon resonances which are responsible for the kaon
hyperon pair production, with their masses up to abou
GeV. Assumptions and approximations of the model are
follows @44–46#.

~1! Resonances which are experimentally observed to
cay to hyperon and kaon are included in the model. A kao
always produced from these resonances simultaneously
a hyperon. In the study of thepB→YK reactions, we have
also investigated the nonresonant contributions, including
effective t-channelK* -meson exchange. It turned out th
this nonresonant contribution was small in order to rep
duce the experimental data, once the relevants-channel reso-
nances were included in the model@46#. Thus, kaon ex-
change which is included in Refs.@28,30,31,38,42# and
would introduce extra new parameters in the present tr
ment, is not included in the present calculation. Inste
other meson exchanges, namelyh andr meson exchanges
are included, and they compensate the contribution of k
exchange introduced in other models.

~2! Mesons exchanged are restricted to those observe
the decay channels of the adopted resonances.~See also Fig.
1.! We note that there is a discussion in Ref.@45# of whether
there is a possibility to settle what kind of meson exchang
responsible for thepp→pLK1 reaction.

~3! Those processes in which the exchanged pion can
on shell are excluded, because on-shell pions are usu
included as secondary processes in microscopic trans
models through processes such aspN↔D and pB→YK.
Thus, theDD→NYK reactions, which are possible onl
throughp exchange in the model, are not included. Note t
because of the assumption made in No.~2!, neitherr-meson
nor h-meson exchanges will give contributions to this cha
nel in the present treatment.

~4! Resonances are treated as elementary particles, ex
that their observed widths enter in the propagators. Beca

FIG. 1. Kaon production processes in the resonance mo
Bi ( i 51,2,3), Y, andR stand for, respectively, either the nucleo
or theD, either theL or theS hyperon, and the baryon resonance
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TABLE I. Resonances included in the model. Confidence levels of the resonances
N(1650)****, N(1710)***, N(1720)****, and D(1920)*** @63#. Note that theD(1920) resonance is
treated as an effective resonance which represents all contributions of six reson
D(1900), D(1905), D(1910), D(1920), D(1930), andD(1940). See Ref.@46# for this effective treat-
ment of theD(1920).

Resonance (JP) Width ~MeV! Decay channel Branching ratio Adopted value

N(1650)(12
2) 150 Np 0.60 – 0.80 0.700

Nh 0.03 – 0.10 0.065
Dp 0.03 – 0.07 0.050
LK 0.03 – 0.11 0.070

N(1710)(12
1) 100 Np 0.10 – 0.20 0.150

Nh 0.20 – 0.40 0.300
Nr 0.05 – 0.25 0.150
Dp 0.10 – 0.25 0.175
LK 0.05 – 0.25 0.150
SK 0.02 – 0.10 0.060

N(1720)(32
1) 150 Np 0.10 – 0.20 0.150

Nh 0.02 – 0.06 0.040
Nr 0.70 – 0.85 0.775
Dp 0.05 – 0.15 0.100
LK 0.03 – 0.10 0.065
SK 0.02 – 0.05 0.035

D(1920)(32
1) 200 Np 0.05 – 0.20 0.125

SK 0.01 – 0.03 0.020
n
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th
of this, r exchange attached to theN(1650) resonance is
excluded kinematically, although this resonance has a bra
in the Nr channel@63#.

~5! Any final state interactions which are usually impo
tant for describing the near-threshold behavior are not
cluded. Thus, our results should not be taken seriously n
the reaction threshold, which is different from the pres
main purpose.

It is worth noting that all values of the coupling constan
squared relevant for the meson-baryon-~baryon resonance!
vertices,gMBR

2 (M5p,h,r), can be determined from th
experimental decay ratios, once the interaction Lagrang
densities and relevant form factors are specified. In Tab
we summarize the data for those resonances which are
cluded in the model, and necessary to calculate the coup
constants.

Effective Lagrangian densities relevant for evaluating
Feynman diagrams depicted in Fig. 1 are

LpNN52 igpNNN̄g5tWN•pW , ~1!

LpND52
gpND

mp
~D̄mIWN•]mpW 1N̄IW†Dm

•]mpW !, ~2!

LpNN~1650!52gpNN~1650!@N̄~1650!tWN•pW 1N̄tWN~1650!•pW #,
~3!

LpNN~1710!52 igpNN~1710!@N̄~1710!g5tWN•pW

1N̄g5tWN~1710!•pW #, ~4!
ch

-
ar
t

n
I

in-
ng

e

LpNN~1720!5
gpNN~1720!

mp
@N̄m~1720!tWN•]mpW

1N̄tWNm~1720!•]mpW #, ~5!

LpND~1920!5
gpND~1920!

mp
@D̄m~1920!IWN•]mpW

1N̄IW†Dm~1920!•]mpW #, ~6!

LpDD52 igpDDD̄mg5KW Dm
•pW , ~7!

LpDN~1650!5 i
gpDN~1650!

mp
@N̄~1650!g5IW†Dm

•]mpW

1D̄mg5IWN~1650!•]mpW #, ~8!

LpDN~1710!5
gpDN~1710!

mp
@N̄~1710!IW†Dm

•]mpW

1D̄IWN~1710!•]mpW #, ~9!

LpDN~1720!52 igpDN~1720!@N̄m~1720!g5IW†Dm
•pW

1D̄mg5IWNm~1720!•pW #, ~10!

LhNN52 ighNNN̄g5Nh, ~11!

LhDD52 ighDDD̄mg5Dmh, ~12!
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LhNN~1650!52ghNN~1650!@N̄~1650!Nh1N̄N~1650!h#,
~13!

LhNN~1710!52 ighNN~1710!@N̄~1710!g5Nh

1N̄g5N~1710!h#, ~14!

LhNN~1720!5
ghNN~1720!

mh
@N̄m~1720!N]mh1N̄Nm~1720!]mh#,

~15!

LrNN52grNNS N̄gmtWN•rW m1
k

2mN
N̄smntWN•]mrW nD ,

~16!

LrDD5grDDD̄mgnKW Dm
•rW n , ~17!

LrND52 i
grND

mr
~D̄mgng5IWN1N̄gmg5IW†Dn!•~]mrW n

2]nrW m!, ~18!

LrNN~1710!52grNN~1710!@N̄~1710!gmtWN•rW m

1N̄gmtWN~1710!•rW m#, ~19!

LrNN~1720!52 igrNN~1720!@N̄m~1720!g5tWN•rW m

1N̄g5tWNm~1720!•rW m#, ~20!

LKLN~1650!52gKLN~1650!@N̄~1650!LK1K̄L̄N~1650!#,
~21!

LKSN~1710!52 igKLN~1710!@N̄~1710!g5LK

1K̄L̄g5N~1710!#, ~22!

LKLN~1720!5
gKLN~1720!

mK
@N̄m~1720!L]mK

1~]mK̄ !L̄Nm~1720!#, ~23!

LKSN~1710!52 igKSN~1710!@N̄~1710!g5tW•SW K

1K̄S̄W •tWg5N~1710!#, ~24!

LKSN~1720!5
gKSN~1720!

mK
@N̄m~1720!tW•SW ]mK

1~]mK̄ !S̄W •tWNm~1720!#, ~25!

LKSD~1920!5
gKSD~1920!

mK
@D̄m~1920!IW•SW ]mK

1~]mK̄ !S̄W •IW†Dm~1920!#. ~26!

In the above, the operatorsIW andKW are defined by

IWMm[ (
l 561,0

S 1l
1

2
mU 3

2
M D êl

* , ~27!
KW MM8[ (
l 561,0

S 1l
3

2
M 8U 3

2
M D êl

* , ~28!

with M, m, andM 8 being the third components of the isosp
projections, andtW the Pauli matrices.N, N(1710),N(1720),
andD(1920) stand for the fields of the nucleon and the c
responding baryon resonances. They are expressed bN̄

5( p̄,n̄), similarly for the nucleon resonances, an
D̄(1920)5@D̄(1920)11,D̄(1920)1,D̄(1920)0,D̄(1920)2# in
isospin space. The physical representations of the kaon
areKT5(K1,K0) andK̄5(K2,K 0̄), respectively, where the
superscriptT means the transposition operation. They a
defined as annihilating~creating! the physical particle~anti-
particle! states. For the propagatorsiSF(p) of the spin-1/2
and iGmn(p) of the spin-3/2 resonances we use

iSF~p!5 i
g•p1m

p22m21 imG full
, ~29!

iGmn~p!5 i
2Pmn~p!

p22m21 imG full
, ~30!

with

Pmn~p!52~g•p1m!Fgmn2
1

3
gmgn2

1

3m
~gmpn2gnpm!

2
2

3m2
pmpnG , ~31!

wherem andG full stand for the mass and full decay width
the corresponding resonances. For the form factorsFM(qW )
(qW is the momentum of mesonM ) appearing in the meson
baryon-~baryon resonance! vertices, we use

FM~qW !5S LM
2

LM
2 1qW 2D n

, ~32!

where n51 for the p and h mesons andn52 for the r
meson, respectively, withLM being the cutoff parameter
Most of the form factors, coupling constants, and cutoff p
rameters for the relevant meson-baryon-baryon and me
baryon-~baryon resonance! vertices are adopted from Refs
@44,46#. In the Appendix, we give the relations between t
branching ratios and the corresponding coupling consta
squaredgMBR

2 which were calculated using the relevant L
grangian densities. In the calculation, the form factors of E
~32! are multiplied by the corresponding coupling consta
gMBR . For the coupling constantsgMDD (M5p,h,r),
which appeared for the first time in the present study, we
an SU~6! quark model result with the definition Eq.~28!,
gMDD53gMNN . In addition, we use the same value for th
corresponding cutoff parameter as that for the nucleon.
the value of the cutoff parameter at therND vertex, we use
544513003(920/2200) MeV, which is scaled the sam
amount as was necessary for therNN vertex of the Bonn
potential model~model I in Table B.1 of Ref.@64#!. The
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TABLE II. Coupling constants and cutoff parameters used in the present study.k5 f rNN /grNN56.1 is
used for therNN tensor coupling. Note that the coupling constants relevant forD(1920), gpND(1920) , and
gKSD(1920) , are scaled multiplying by a factor 1.86 according to the effective treatment@46#. See also the
caption of Table I.

Vertex g2/4p Cutoff ~MeV! Vertex g2/4p Cutoff ~MeV!

pNN 14.4 1050 pDD 32314.4 1050
pNN(1650) 1.1231021 800 pNN(1710) 2.0531021 800
pNN(1720) 4.1331023 800 pND(1920) 1.1331021 500
pDN(1650) 7.1931022 800 pDN(1710) 2.2331023 800
pDN(1720) 1.39 800 hNN 5.00 2000
hDD 3235.00 2000 hNN(1650) 3.3731022 800
hNN(1710) 2.31 800 hNN(1720) 1.0331021 800
rNN 0.74 920 rND 19.0 544
rDD 3230.74 920 rNN(1710) 3.6131011 800
rNN(1720) 1.4331012 800 KLN(1650) 5.1031022 800
KLN(1710) 3.78 800 KLN(1720) 3.1231021 800
KSN(1710) 4.66 800 KSN(1720) 2.9931021 800
KSD(1920) 3.0831021 500
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other quantities, coupling constants, cutoff parameters,
form factors are, as far as possible, taken from the sa
version of the model@64#. In addition, we use a value,k
5 f rNN /grNN56.1, for the tensor coupling constant at t
rNN vertex. We summarize in Table II all values for th
coupling constants and cutoff parameters used in the stu

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this study, we neglected all interference terms betw
the amplitudes. Thus, the relations given in this section
the cross sections are not always valid when the interfere
terms are included rigorously.

A. NN˜NYK

Recently, the total cross section for thepp→pLK1 reac-
tion was measured by the COSY 11 Collaboration@34# at
energies of a few MeV above the reaction threshold, an
gave a new constraint on the theoretical calculations
phenomenological parametrizations. However, we do not
fit the parameters and coupling constants to this new d
point for the following reasons. First, our treatment does
include the final state interactions nor interference ter
which will be important at energies very near threshold. S
ond, the total cross sections at energies up to about 10 M
above the threshold are very small in magnitude for both
parametrization and the new data point. Thus, this new d
point will not influence the calculation of kaon yield i
heavy-ion collisions~for instance see Fig. 9 in Ref.@35#!.

Here, we write down explicitly the amplitude and cro
section formula for thepp→pLK1 reaction, as an example
The total amplitude for this reaction is given by

M5M@p~1650!,p0#1M@p~1710!,p0#

1M@p~1720!,p0#1M@p~1650!,h#

1M@p~1710!,h#1M@p~1720!,h#1M@p~1710!,r0#

1M@p~1720!,r0#1~exchange terms!, ~33!
nd
e

y.

n
r
ce

it
d

e-
ta
t

s,
-
V
e
ta

where on the right-hand side of Eq.~33!, the resonances an
mesons exchanged in the intermediate states are written
side the bracket explicitly. Each amplitude can be obtain
straightforwardly by applying the Feynman rules with t
relevant interaction Lagrangian densities.

For a given invariant collision energyAs, the total cross
sections(pp→pLK1) can be calculated by

s~pp→pLK1!5
1

FE uM̄u2d4

3~p11p22p32pL2pK!

3
d3p3

2E3

d3pL

2EL

d3pK

2EK
, ~34!

with the flux factor

F52l1/2~s,mp
2 ,mp

2!~2p!5,

l~x,y,z![x21y21z22xy2yz2zx,

where the subscripts 1 and 2 stand for the initial protons
3 for the final proton, corresponding to the diagrams in F
1 for s(B1B2→B3YK). This notation, corresponding to Fig
1, will be used hereafter.uM̄u2 is the square of the scatterin
amplitude, averaged over the initial spins and summed o
the final spins. To perform the integration over the final st
three-body phase space, we first integrate ond3p3 andd3pL

in the center-of-mass~c.m.! frame of the final state proton
andL, and then integrate ond3pK in the c.m. frame of the
initial protons @65# using the Lorentz transformation. Not
that our treatment neglects all interference terms and fi
state interactions@51,52# which are important in near
threshold energy region. For the effect of the interefere
terms in the model, one can find a discussion in Ref.@44#.

Figure 2 illustrates the separate contributions fromp, r,
and h exchanges to the total cross sections for thepp
→pLK1 reaction.As is thepp invariant collision energy in
their c.m. system, whileAs05mN1mL1mK is the threshold
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energy with mN , mL , and mK being, respectively, the
masses of the nucleon,L, and kaon. One can see that pio
exchange is dominant at energies near the reaction thres
while r exchange is dominant at higher energies.

As was already discussed in Ref.@44#, the total cross sec
tion is rather sensitive to the value of the cutoff parame
Lr in the rNN vertex form factor at higher energies. Th
dependence on the values of the cutoff parameterLr and
coupling constantgrNN is shown in Fig. 3. After fixing the
cutoff parameter to a specific value, the sensitivity of t
total cross section to therNN coupling constantgrNN ~with
k56.1 for the tensor coupling constant! is small. The best
values to reproduce the experimental data@49# at energies
larger than about 100 MeV above threshold were found to
grNN

2 /4p50.74 andLr5920 MeV.
Since the total cross sections for the reaction at ener

just above threshold receive their dominant contribut
from pion exchange, we will test the sensitivity of the resu
to the value of the cutoff parameter in thepNN form factor
LpNN . Although the cutoff and coupling constantgpNN and
LpNN are not independent in a strict sense, when they
determined from theNN phase shift data, we will show th
results calculated using two different values for the cut
parameterLpNN53000 MeV and 1050 MeV, with the
fixed, usually accepted valuegpNN

2 /4p514.4. The adopted
value from this reaction for the cutoff parameter isLpNN
51050 MeV.

In Fig. 4 we show the total cross sections for thepp
→pLK1 reaction calculated with the two different cutof
LpNN53000 MeV ~the solid line! and LpNN51050 MeV
~the dashed line!, together with the experimental da
@34,49#. Results are rather insensitive to the valueLpNN .
The new data point from COSY@34# does not seem to b
achieved by varying the value of theLpNN within a reason-

FIG. 2. Separate contributions fromp, r, andh exchanges to
the total cross section for thepp→pLK1 reaction.s1/2 and s0

1/2

5mN1mL1mK are the invariant collision energy and thresho
energy, respectively.
ld,

r

e

e

es
n
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re
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able range. However, it is worth noting that the parameter
fixed by the pp→pLK1 reaction, including the cutoff
LpNN , must be used also for the calculation of theNN
→NSK reactions. It is not trivial at all if the same paramet
set could also reproduce the experimental data for theNN
→NSK reactions. Furthermore, although the paramet
were optimized so as to reproduce the data points aroun

FIG. 3. Dependence on therNN coupling constant and cutof
parameter of the total cross section for thepp→pLK1 reaction.
The dots show experimental data from Ref.@49#.

FIG. 4. Dependence on the cutoff parameter in thepNN form
factorLpNN of the total cross sections for thepp→pLK1 reaction.
The dots and square are the experimental data, respectively,
Refs.@49# and @34#.
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GeV above threshold, the recent data for the total cross
tions measured at energies about 50 and 150 MeV above
threshold@47# show an excellent agreement with the pr
dicted values of the resonance model@44#. This provides
some confirmation of the validity of the parameters det
mined in the model.

Next, we will discuss thepp→NSK reactions. In Fig. 5

FIG. 5. Separate contributions fromp, r, andh exchanges to
the total cross sections for thepp→pS0K1 reaction.

FIG. 6. Energy dependence of the total cross sections for
pp→pS1K0, pp→pS0K1, and pp→nS1K1 reactions. The
dots stand for the experimental data from Ref.@49# with error bars.
The solid and dashed lines show our results calculated using di
ent values for the cutoff parameterLpNN53000 and 1050 MeV,
respectively.
c-
the
-

-

we show the separate contributions fromp, r, and h ex-
change to the total cross sections for thepp→pS0K1 reac-
tion. Ther exchange is again dominant at higher energi
while theh andp exchanges are dominant near the thre
old. The larger contribution from theh exchange compared
to that of p exchange, which contrasts with thepp
→pLK1 reaction, is due to the largehNN(1710) coupling
constant, i.e., the large branching ratio of theN(1710) reso-
nance to thehN channel.~See also Tables I and II.!

e

r-

FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 6, but for thepn→pLK0, np
→pS0K0, andnp→pS2K1 reactions. Error bars are smaller tha
the dots.

FIG. 8. Energy dependence of the total cross sections for
nn→D2LK1 andpp→D11S2K1 reactions.
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The energy dependence of the total cross sections for
pp→pS1K0, pp→pS0K1, andpp→nS1K1 reactions is
shown in Fig. 6, together with the experimental data@49#.
The threshold isAs05mN1mS1mK , with mS the mass of
theS hyperon. The solid and dashed lines indicate the res
calculated using the two different values the cutoff parame
LpNN53000 MeV and 1050 MeV, respectively. Althoug
the deviations of the experimental data are relatively lar
our model with the adopted cutoff parameter valueLpNN
51050 MeV reproduces the data fairly well using the v
ues grNN

2 /4p50.74 andLr5920 MeV, fixed in thepp
→pLK1 reaction.

In Fig. 7, we show energy dependence of the total cr
sections for the pn→pLK0, np→pS0K0, and np
→pS2K1 reactions together with the experimental da
@49#. The results are again shown for the two values
LpNN , where the results calculated with the valueLpNN
51050 MeV ~the dashed lines in Fig. 7! should be com-
pared with the data. At energies about 1 GeV above
threshold, the magnitudes of the total cross sections ca
lated using the two different values of the cutoffLpNN be-
come almost equal. This is because, at these energies
momentum of the exchanged pion becomes large and
pNN form factor@64# is insensitive to the value of the cuto
parameterLpNN . The model results~the dashed lines! over-
estimate the experimental data roughly a factor of 2, o
most a factor of 7 for one data point, although the sa
parameter set reproduces the data for thepp→pLK1 reac-
tion fairly well. However, the overestimate of about a fac
of 2 for thepn→pLK0 reaction, can be contrasted with th
finding of Fäldt and Wilkin @51#, that the results for the re
action with a neutron target differs by factors of 5 to 1
Their calculation included theN(1650) resonance alone wit
pion exchange, which is included as one of the contributi
in the present calculation.

FIG. 9. Comparison of the energy dependence of the total c
sections for thepp→DYK and pp→NpYK reactions. Note that
the parametrizations are recommended to be used up to inva
collision energy about 3.6 GeV.
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We should comment about the discrepancies between
calculated results and the neutron data. Our calculations
the pn(np)→NYK reactions are based on SU~2! symmetry
which should be very good for the present purpose. For
given Lagrangian densities, which are explained in Sec.
the calculations for thepn(np)→NYK reactions are trivially
related to thepp→NYK reactions through isospin symme

ss

nt

FIG. 10. Energy dependence of the total cross sections for
D11n→pLK1 andD2p→nS2K1 reactions. The dots, triangles
and squares are the experimental data for thepp→pLK1, pp
→pS1K0, and pp→nS1K1 reactions, respectively, from Ref
@49#.

FIG. 11. Energy dependence of the total cross sections for
D11p→D11LK1, D1n→D0LK1, and D1p→D1LK1 reac-
tions. The dots are the experimental data from Ref.@49# plotted at
the same excess energies from each threshold energy.
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try. We do not have any new mechanism to introduce in
model in calculating thepn(np)→NYK reactions except for
charge symmetry breaking, which cannot be expected to
to such a huge difference between thepn(np)→NYK and
pp→NYK reactions. We should also comment that the d
for the pn(np)→NYK reactions tabulated in Ref.@49# are
taken from Ref.@50#, whose data contain a systematic unc
tainty of ;13% in the neutron beam normalization, whe
that error is not included in Fig. 7. Furthermore, their ana
sis @50# was based on a number of hypotheses, which
principle, could be strongly model dependent. Thus,
would like to emphasize that it is necessary to investig
further the reactions involving a neutron in the initial sta
both theoretically and experimentally.

The total cross sections for theK0 production channels
are obtained by

s~pp→pLK1!5s~nn→nLK0!, ~35!

s~pn→nLK1!5s~np→pLK0!, ~36!

s~pp→pS0K1!5s~nn→nS0K0!, ~37!

s~pp→nS1K1!5s~nn→nS2K0!, ~38!

s~pn→nS0K1!5s~np→pS0K0!, ~39!

s~np→pS2K1!5s~pn→nS1K0!, ~40!

s~nn→nS2K1!5s~pp→pS1K0!. ~41!

B. NN˜DYK

One expects that contributions from theNN→DYK reac-
tions to the kaon yield in heavy-ion collisions are sma

FIG. 12. Energy dependence of the total cross sections for
D11n→D11S2K1, D0p→D1S2K1, andD1n→D1S2K1 re-
actions.
e
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because of the high threshold energy. Thus, usually th
reactions are not included in simulation codes. Howev
there has been no explicit theoretical estimate for the re
tions.

In Fig. 8 we show the energy dependence of the to
cross sections for thenn→D2LK1 and pp→D11S2K1

reactions. AtNN invariant collision energies about 3.1 GeV
the magnitudes of the total cross sections for both react
become about 70mb. These magnitudes are comparab

e FIG. 13. Same as in Fig. 11, but for theD11p
→D11S0K1, D1n→D0S0K1, and D1p→D1S0K1 reactions,
and the data for thepp→pS0K1 reaction.

FIG. 14. Energy dependence of the total cross sections for
D1p→D0S1K1 reaction together with the experimental data fro
Ref. @49# for the pp→pS1K0 andpp→nS1K1 reactions, plotted
at the same excess energies. The threshold for theD1p
→D0S1K1 reaction isAs05mD1mS1mK .
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with that of thepp→pLK1 reaction at these energies. How
ever, they become about 10 times larger than those of
pp→pLK1 reaction at NN invariant collision energies
about 3.5 GeV. Thus, these reactions, which are usually
carded in theoretical studies of kaon production in heavy-
collisions, might give large contributions to the kaon yield,
there are plenty ofNN pairs which have such collision en
ergies.

In order to make an estimate of the uncertainty in
calculation for these reactions, we make a comparison w
the data for thepp→NpYK reactions in Fig. 9. Note tha

FIG. 15. Same as in Fig. 11, but for theD1D11

→D11LK1, D0D11→D1LK1, andD0D1→D0LK1 reactions.
th
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these reactions have different thresholds, but the compar
should be helpful in judging whether the results contain m
than a order of magnitude uncertainties. We restrict o
selves toNN invariant collision energies below about 3
GeV ~as we do throughout this paper! the predictions are
certainly of the same order of magnitude as the data
therefore not unreasonable. We conclude that theNN
→DYK reactions may be equally as important as theNN
→NYK reactions for heavy-ion simulations. However, th
argument should be checked eventually by heavy-ion sim
lations, keeping in mind the theoretical uncertainties.

The total cross sections for the other isospin channels
obtained by

FIG. 16. Energy dependence of the total cross sections for
D11D0→D11S2K1, D2D0→D2S2K1, and D2D1

→D0S2K1 reactions.
s~nn→D2LK1!5s~pp→D11LK0!53s~pn→D0LK1!53s~np→D1LK0!

53s~pp→D1LK1!53s~nn→D0LK0!, ~42!

s~pp→D11S2K1!5s~nn→D2S1K0!52s~nn→D2S0K1!52s~pp→D11S0K0!

53s~np→D1S2K1!53s~pp→D1S1K0!53s~nn→D0S2K1!53s~pn→D0S1K0!

56s~pp→D1S0K1!56s~np→D1S0K0!56s~pn→D0S0K1!56s~nn→D0S0K0!. ~43!
ing
pa-

dif-
or
e.g.,

ef.
C. DN˜NYK

According to the simulation results@10,39–42#, it is
widely believed that kaons are mostly produced through
DN→NYK and DD→NYK reactions in heavy-ion colli-
sions. However, in most of the theoretical studies with
Boltzmann/Vlasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck approach~BUU/
VUU! @1,53–57#, or quantum molecular dynamics~QMD!
@58,59#, the parametrizations used for these total cross s
tions have been made in a simple phenomenological ma
in free space@8,26,27#. In addition, the parametrizations fo
e

e

c-
er

all isospin channels are obtained by fitting to the exist
limited isospin channels of the data. Furthermore, those
rametrizations for the reactions involving aD or D ’s used to
draw the conclusion@10,39–41,33,60#, are obtained using
the cross sections for the nucleon except for the isospin
ference@26#. In addition, the coupling constants relevant f
the D are assumed to be equal to those for the nucleon,
FNNp5FNDp andFDDp5FNNp .

Recently, this isospin symmetry ansatz suggested in R
@26# has been reconsidered by Li and Ko@42#, and elemen-
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tary kaon production cross sections in baryon-baryon re
tions have been calculated using a one pion and one k
exchange model. But their approach is still not fully cons
tent because they adopted the results of the pion baryon
actions from the resonance model@46#, where the resonanc
model @46# does not include one kaon exchange in its ba
assumptions. Thus, if one wants to be consistent with
parameters determined in the pion-baryon reactions,
kaon exchange should not be introduced.

In Fig. 10 we show the energy dependence of the to
cross sections for theD11n→pLK1 and D2p→nS2K1

reactions, together with the data for thepp→pLK1,
pp→pS1K0, andpp→nS1K1 reactions@49# plotted at the
same excess energy above each threshold energy corres
ing to theL and S production channels. The magnitude
the total cross section for theD11n→pLK1 reaction is
almost equal to that of thepp→pLK1 reaction at the same

FIG. 17. Same as in Fig. 14 but for theD0D11→D1S0K1

reaction and the experimental data are for thepp→pS0K1 reac-
tion.
c-
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excess energy just above the thresholdAs2As0

,100 MeV. However, at energiesAs2As0.1 GeV, the
magnitudes of both the D11n→pLK1 and D2p
→nS2K1 reactions become larger by about a factor of
than those of thepp→pLK1 and pp→pS1K0 and pp
→nS1K1 reactions, respectively. One of the main reaso
for this is the different spin structure of nucleon andD, as
can be seen from Eq.~31!, which produces different energ
dependence in the Lorentz invariant scattering amplitu
~The difference in form factors and coupling constants is a
the other reason.! Our result may be consistent with the co
clusion that theDN→NYK reactions give the largest contr
bution to kaon yield in heavy-ion collisions. However, th
should be explicitly checked.

The total cross sections for the other isospin channels
the DN→NYK reactions are obtained by

FIG. 18. Phase space consideration of the total cross sectio
the pp→pLK1 reaction, according to Eq.~64!. The dots and
square show the experimental data from Ref.@49# and Ref.@34#,
respectively.
s~D11n→pLK1!5s~D2p→nLK0!53s~D1p→pLK1!53s~D1n→pLK0!

53s~D1n→nLK1!53s~D0p→pLK0!

53s~D0p→nLK1!53s~D0n→nLK0!, ~44!

s~D2p→nS2K1!5s~D11n→pS1K0!52s~D11n→pS0K1!52s~D2p→nS0K0!

53s~D1n→pS2K1!53s~D1p→pS1K0!53s~D0p→pS2K1!53s~D1n→nS1K0!

53s~D0n→nS2K1!53s~D0p→nS1K0!56s~D1p→pS0K1!56s~D1n→pS0K0!

56s~D1n→nS0K1!56s~D0p→pS0K0!56s~D0p→nS0K1!56s~D0n→nS0K0!. ~45!
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D. DN˜DYK

Similarly to the situation for theNN→DYK reactions, theDD→DYK reactions are not usually included in the simulati
codes due to the high threshold energy. However, these reactions may be responsible for the low-energy part of
spectra. In Figs. 11–14, we show energy dependence of the total cross sections sufficient for obtaining all isospin ch
the reactions, together with the experimental data of thepp→pLK1, pp→pS0K1, pp→pS1K0, andpp→nS1K1 reac-
tions plotted at the same excess energies above the corresponding thresholds. The magnitudes of the total cross s
almost equal to those measured for thepp→NYK reactions at the same excess energyAs2As0.100 MeV with respect to
each corresponding thresholdAs0.

The total cross sections for the other isospin channels are obtained by

s~D11p→D11LK1!5s~D11n→D11LK0!5s~D2p→D2LK1!5s~D2n→D2LK0!, ~46!

3s~D1n→D0LK1!53s~D0p→D1LK0!54s~D11n→D1LK1!54s~D1p→D11LK0!

54s~D0n→D2LK1!54s~D2p→D0LK0!, ~47!

s~D1p→D1LK1!5s~D1n→D1LK0!5s~D0p→D0LK1!5s~D0n→D0LK0!, ~48!

s~D11n→D11S2K1!5s~D11p→D11S1K0!5s~D2n→D2S2K1!5s~D2p→D2S1K0!, ~49!

3s~D0p→D1S2K1!53s~D1n→D0S1K0!54s~D1p→D11S2K1!54s~D11n→D1S1K0!

54s~D2p→D0S2K1!54s~D0n→D2S1K0!, ~50!

s~D1n→D1S2K1!5s~D1p→D1S1K0!5s~D0n→D0S2K1!5s~D0p→D0S1K0!, ~51!

s~D11p→D11S0K1!5s~D11n→D11S0K0!5s~D2p→D2S0K1!5s~D2n→D2S0K0!, ~52!

3s~D1n→D0S0K1!53s~D0p→D1S0K0!54s~D11n→D1S0K1!54s~D1p→D11S0K0!

54s~D0n→D2S0K1!54s~D2p→D0S0K0!, ~53!

s~D1p→D1S0K1!5s~D1n→D1S0K0!5s~D0p→D0S0K1!5s~D0n→D0S0K0!, ~54!

3s~D1p→D0S1K1!53s~D0n→D1S2K0!54s~D11p→D1S1K1!54s~D1n→D11S2K0!

54s~D0p→D2S1K1!54s~D2p→D0S0K0!. ~55!

E. DD˜DYK

The energy dependence of the total cross sections for theDD→DLK andDD→DSK reactions are shown in Figs. 15, 1
and 17, together with the experimental data for thepp→pLK1 andpp→pS0K1 reactions plotted at the same excess energ
above the corresponding hyperon production threshold. As expected, the magnitudes of the total cross sections
reactions are small, because of the high threshold energies and threeD ’s are involved in the processes. The magnitudes
these reactions are almost 10 times smaller than those for thepp→pLK1 reaction which is shown in Fig. 17. The contribu
tions from these reactions to the kaon yield in heavy-ion collisions are therefore negligible.

The total cross sections for the other isospin channels are obtained by

s~D1D11→D11LK1!5s~D0D2→D2LK0!53s~D0D0→D2LK1!53s~D1D1→D11LK0!

59s~D1D1→D1LK1!59s~D0D0→D0LK0!, ~56!

s~D0D11→D1LK1!5s~D1D2→D0LK0!, ~57!

s~D0D1→D0LK1!5s~D1D0→D1LK0!, ~58!

s~D11D0→D11S2K1!5s~D11D0→D11S0K0!5s~D11D2→D1S2K1!

5s~D11D2→D1S0K0!5s~D2D11→D0S0K1!5s~D2D11→D0S1K0!

5s~D2D1→D2S0K1!5s~D2D1→D2S1K0!, ~59!
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s~D2D0→D2S2K1!5s~D11D1→D11S1K0!52s~D1D11→D11S0K1!52s~D0D2→D2S0K0!

53s~D1D1→D11S2K1!53s~D0D0→D2S1K0!56s~D0D0→D2S0K1!

56s~D1D1→D11S0K0!59s~D0D0→D0S2K1!59s~D1D1→D1S1K0!

518s~D1D1→D1S0K1!518s~D0D0→D0S0K0!, ~60!

2s~D0D11→D1S0K1!52s~D1D2→D0S0K0!53s~D0D1→D1S2K1!53s~D1D0→D0S1K0!, ~61!

s~D2D1→D0S2K1!5s~D11D0→D1S1K0!56s~D0D1→D0S0K1!56s~D1D0→D1S0K0!. ~62!
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IV. PARAMETRIZATIONS

The energy dependence of the total cross sections ca
lated so far will be parametrized in the following form:

s~B1B2→B3YK!5aS s

s0
21D bS s0

s D c

, ~63!

wheres ands0 are, respectively, the squares of the invaria
collision energy and the threshold energy.a, b, andc are the
parameters to be determined so as to reproduce the c
lated energy dependence of the total cross sections, witha in
units of mb.

As was demonstrated in Ref.@61#, the functional form Eq.
~63!, can reproduce quite well the near-threshold behavio
the total cross sections. The reason is that the function
flects the energy dependence of the phase space reaso
just above the threshold, where the energy dependence o
amplitude is usually weak. In addition the particles in t
final state may be treated nonrelativistically due to the sm
amount of energy available. Assuming the relevant am
tude squareduTu2 to be a constant, the total cross section c
be written as

s5
R3

F
uTu2, ~64!

with R3 the three-body phase space volume andF the flux
factor. In Fig. 18 we show the results for the energy dep
dence of the total cross section for thepp→pLK1 reaction,
calculated using Eq.~64!, together with the experimenta
data@34,49#. The square of the constant amplitudeuTu2 was
determined so as to fit the data point of COSY@34#. The
parameterb which is mostly relevant to reproduce the sha
of the energy dependence of the total cross section nea
threshold, is obtained to beb51.995 in this case. This valu
of b gives a behavior of the energy dependence very clos
that of phase space in the nonrelativistic case@66#. On the
other hand, the parameterb obtained to reproduce our resul
is b.2.000, which is very close to the value of the abo
phase space calculation. The last term in Eq.~63!, (s0 /s)c,
reflects both the energy dependence of the flux factor wh
becomes important at energiesAs2As0.0.5 GeV, and also
the contribution from meson exchange which is expected
behave ass22.

The parametersa, b, andc in Eq. ~63!, determined so as to
reproduce the results calculated in our model, are listed
Table III. They are sufficient to reproduce all the isosp
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channels treated in the previous section. The correspon
threshold energies squareds0 are also indicated.

Note that the parameters given in Table III are determin
so as to reproduce the theoretical results at energies u
about 2 GeV above the corresponding threshold energ
The reason is, when kaon production is studied at ener
larger than 2 GeV above threshold, we need to include m

TABLE III. Parametrizations for energy dependence of the to
cross sections.a, b, andc, appearing in Eq.~63! were determined so
as to reproduce the calculated total cross sections at energieAs
2As0,2 GeV, withAs andAs0 being, respectively, the invarian
collision energy and threshold energy. The parametrizations are
ommended to be used up to invariant collision energy about
GeV.

No. Reaction s0 (GeV2) a(mb) b c

1 pp→pLK1 6.504 1.879 2.176 5.264
2 pn→nLK1 6.504 2.812 2.121 4.893
3 pp→pS0K1 6.904 5.321 2.753 8.510
4 nn→nS2K1 6.904 7.079 2.760 8.164
5 pn→nS0K1 6.904 6.310 2.773 7.820
6 np→pS2K1 6.904 11.02 2.782 7.674
7 pp→nS1K1 6.904 1.466 2.743 3.271
8 pp→D2LK1 8.085 6.166 2.842 1.960
9 pp→D11S2K1 8.531 10.00 2.874 2.543
10 D11n→pLK1 6.504 8.337 2.227 2.511
11 D2p→nS2K1 6.904 52.72 2.799 6.303
12 D11p→D11LK1 8.085 2.704 2.303 5.551
13 D1n→D0LK1 8.085 0.312 2.110 2.165
14 D1p→D1LK1 8.085 2.917 2.350 6.557
15 D11n→D11S2K1 8.531 10.33 2.743 8.915
16 D0p→D1S2K1 8.531 2.128 2.843 5.986
17 D1n→D1S2K1 8.531 10.57 2.757 10.11
18 D11p→D11S0K1 8.531 10.30 2.748 9.321
19 D1n→D0S0K1 8.531 1.112 2.846 5.943
20 D1p→D1S0K1 8.531 10.62 2.759 10.20
21 D1p→D0S1K1 8.531 0.647 2.830 3.862
22 D1D11→D11LK1 8.085 1.054 2.149 7.969
23 D0D11→D1LK1 8.085 0.881 2.150 7.977
24 D0D1→D0LK1 8.085 0.291 2.148 7.934
25 D11D0→D11S2K1 8.531 3.532 2.953 12.06
26 D2D0→D2S2K1 8.531 7.047 2.952 12.05
27 D0D11→D1S0K1 8.531 2.931 2.952 12.03
28 D2D1→D0S2K1 8.531 5.861 2.952 12.04
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resonances which decay to kaon and hyperon in the mo
as well as taking into account the other kaon product
processes with more than three particles appearing in
final states, where it seems impossible due to the pre
experimental data available. In practice, we believe that
parametrizations are recommended to be used up to inva
collision energies about 3.6 GeV, which are usually enou

Although we have parametrized explicitly all the isosp
channels required, it has been traditional to use isos
averaged cross sections. In order to compare our results
those isospin-averaged cross sections, we have also c
lated them within the model. The results are again para
etrized by the function, Eq.~63!. The parametersa, b, andc,
for the isospin-averaged cross sections, are listed in T
IV. Note that the parametrizations in Table IV also inclu
K0 production channels. Thus, the parametrizations for
K1 production channels alone can be obtained replacing
values for the parametera in Table IV by 1

2 a.
We show the energy dependence of the isospin-avera

total cross sectionss̄ calculated in the model for all the
baryon baryon reactions in Fig. 19. Note that the horizon
axes indicate invariant collision energies. Our results ill
trate that the magnitudes of the isospin-averaged cross
tions at energiesAs2As0,200 MeV are s̄(DN→NYK)
.s̄(NN→NYK) for both theL andS production channels
However, at energies,As2As0.200 MeV, the magnitudes
of the cross sectionss̄(DN→NYK) become about 6 time
larger than those ofs̄(NN→DYK). It is also noticable that
the magnitudes ofs̄(NN→DYK) become comparable with
those ofs̄(NN→NYK) at NN invariant energies about 3.
GeV, and overcome factors of 5 to 10 atNN invariant ener-
gies about 3.5 GeV. In particular, this is pronounced for
L production reactions. It is not clear at the moment h
much theNN→DYK reactions contribute to the total kao
yield in heavy-ion collisions because they have usually b
neglected. It seems worthwhile to perform calculations
cluding these reactions. At invariant energies larger th
about 3.2 GeV, the magnitudes ofs̄(DN→DYK) are also
comparable to those ofs̄(NN→NYK).

It is interesting to see if the relation for the elementa
kaon production cross sectionss̄(NN→DLK).s̄(DN

TABLE IV. Parametrizations for the energy dependence of
isospin-averaged total cross sections.~See also the caption of Tabl
III. ! For the K1 production reactions, replace the values for t
parametera by 1

2 a.

No. Reaction a(mb) b c

1 NN→NLK 2.330 2.140 5.024
2 NN→NSK 15.49 2.768 7.222
3 NN→DLK 9.249 2.842 1.960
4 NN→DSK 12.50 2.874 2.543
5 DN→NLK 4.169 2.227 2.511
6 DN→NSK 39.54 2.799 6.303
7 DN→DLK 2.679 2.280 5.086
8 DN→DSK 21.18 2.743 8.407
9 DD→DLK 0.337 2.149 7.967
10 DD→DSK 5.140 2.952 12.05
el,
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→NLK).s̄(NN→NLK) can appreciably influence inclusiv
kaon production in proton-nucleus or heavy-ion collisions
this is the case, high-energy inclusive kaon production
heavy-ion collisions will be also significantly influenced b
the D. A test for this argument can be made by performi
calculations for high-energy inclusive kaon production bo
neglecting all theD ’s, and including them, and comparin
the results with the existing experimental data.

Next, we compare the isospin-averaged total cross s
tions calculated in this model, with the commonly used re
tion suggested by Randrup and Ko@26#. For the NN
→NYK reactions, they suggested the relations

s̄~NN→NLK !53s~pp→pLK1!, ~65!

s̄~NN→NSK !53@s~pp→pS0K1!1s~pp→pS1K0!#.
~66!

In Fig. 20 we show the isospin-averaged total cross s
tions calculated in the models̄(NN→NLK) and s̄(NN
→NSK) ~denoted by our model! and the quantities calcu
lated using the right hand side of Eqs.~65! and~66! ~denoted
by prescription from Ref.@26#!. The explicit calculation
shows disagreement of about a factor 2 between the rela
suggested by Randrup and Ko@26# for most of the energy
range up to 2 GeV above the thresholds, for both theL and
S production reactions. Thus, the calculations performed
ing the relation suggested by Randrup and Ko@26# to obtain
the isospin-averaged cross sections for theNN→NYK reac-
tions, may have about a factor of 2 ambiguity for these
actions.

As for theDN→NYK reactions, they suggested the rel
tions @26#

e

FIG. 19. Energy dependence of the isospin-averaged total c
sections for theL and S production reactions in baryon-baryo
reactions.
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s̄~DN→NLK !5
9

4
s~pp→pLK1!, ~67!

s̄~DN→NSK !5
9

4
@s~pp→pS0K1!1s~pp→pS1K0!#.

~68!

In Fig. 21 we show similar quantities calculated with
the present model as for theNN→NYK reactions. At ener-
gies near the thresholdsAs2As0,200 MeV, our results are
in good agreement with the relations Eqs.~67! and ~68!,
suggested to obtain the isospin-averaged cross sect
However, at energiesAs2As0.1 GeV, our results show a
factor of 6 discrepancy with the relations suggested by R
drup and Ko@26#.

It is worth noting that the recent calculation for kaon pr
duction in heavy-ion collisions in free space@35#, performed
at energies near or below the threshold region of theNN
→NLK reaction, illustrates that the dominant contributi
comes from the secondary, pion induced reactions. Cas
et al. @35# and Li and Ko @42# used the relations of Eqs
~65!–~68!, to obtain the isospin-averaged cross sections
view of our results, it seems necessary to perform calc
tions using the total cross sections parametrized in a con
tent manner for both the baryon-baryon and pion-baryon
actions.

V. APPLICATION TO HEAVY-ION COLLISIONS

Kaon production in heavy-ion collisions at SIS energ
~1–2A GeV) has been studied theoretically using vario

FIG. 20. Energy dependence of the total cross sections
calculated in the model, isospin-averaged, and using the rela
Eqs. ~65! and ~66! suggested by Randrup and Ko@26#. The solid
lines show the model calculations for the isospin-averaged t
cross sections~denoted by ‘‘our result’’!, while the dashed lines
show the model calculations obtained using the right-hand sid
Eqs.~65! and ~66! ~denoted by ‘‘prescription from@26#’’ !.
ns.

n-

ng

n
a-
is-
-

s
s

transport models. Important inputs for such studies are
elementary kaon production cross sections in pion-bar
and baryon-baryon interactions. Conclusions concern
nuclear matter equations of state and kaon in-medium p
erties, obtained by comparing calculations with measu
ments, depend on the input kaon production cross sectio

In Ref. @19#, a detailed study of these elementary cro
sections was carried out, based on both the parametriza
of experimental data and theoretical model calculatio
Here we want to compare the kaon yields in heavy-ion c
lisions obtained using the cross sections in this work with
cross sections of Ref.@19#. We will use the same relativistic
transport model as in Ref.@19# so that the difference in kaon
yield is due entirely to the different elementary cross secti
used. In this way, we can get a feeling for the sensitivity
transport model predictions to the underlying element
cross sections.

We take central Au1Au collsions at 1A GeV and Ni1Ni
collisions at 1.8A GeV as examples. The results are sho
in Figs. 22 and 23, respectively. From these figures, we
make the following observations.

~1! Generally, the kaon yield obtained with the cross s
tions from this work is smaller than that obtained with cro
sections from Ref.@19#. The difference is about a factor of
at 1A GeV, and reduces to about 40% at 1.8A GeV.

~2! Using both sets of cross sections, theND channel is
found to make the largest contributions among all t
baryon-baryon interactions. This is also in agreement w
the earlier findings using the simple Randrup-Ko parame
zation.

~3! The contribution from theDD channel is particularly
small using the cross sections from this work. This is due
the fact that in the present model, the cross section forDD
→NYK channel is zero, while in Ref.@19# off-shell pion
exchange was included and gave a small contribution.

th
ns

al

of

FIG. 21. Same as in Fig. 20, but for theDN→NLK and DN
→NSK reactions and Eqs.~67! and ~68!, respectively.
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VI. SUMMARY

Within the resonance model, which is fully relativisti
but includes only the tree-level processes as an effective
empirical contributions, we have studied the element
kaon production reactions in baryon-baryon collisions in
consistent manner with those for the pion-baryon reactio
We have calculated and parametrized the energy depend
of the total cross sections for all the necessary isospin ch
nels in the NN→NYK, NN→DYK, DN→NYK, DN
→DYK, andDD→DYK reactions (Y5L andS). We have
also calculated and parametrized those for the isos
averaged cross sections and compared with the the rela
suggested by Rundrup and Ko@26# to obtain the isospin-
averaged cross sections.

The present study has several points which may nee
be improved, for example, consistency with the unitarity,
possibility to add other types of meson exchanges, suc
kaon exchange, and the overestimate for thepn(np)
→NYK reactions and the reactions involving theD. We
would like to emphasize a practical aspect of this wo
which we belive provides useful inputs for further investig
tions of kaon production in heavy-ion collisions. Keepin
these in mind, we state a few comments as follows. First,
explicit calculation indicates that the contributions from t
DN→NYK and NN→DYN reactions are substantiall
larger than those from theNN→NYK reactions at higher
energies. Second, the relation suggested by Randrup an
@26# @see Eqs.~65! and ~66!# deviates from our results b
about a factor of 2 for theNN→NYK reactions. For the
DN→NYK reactions, the relation@see Eqs.~67! and ~68!#
holds well at low energies, up to about 200 MeV above
threshold, but deviations by as much as a factor of 6 h
emerged at higher energies. From these facts we conc
that it is necessary to use consistent parametrizations of

FIG. 22. Kaon yield in Au1Au collisions at 1A GeV and 1 fm
obtained with two sets of elementary cross sections.
nd
y
a
s.
nce
n-

n-
on

to
e
as

,
-

ur

Ko

e
e
de
tal

kaon production cross sections for both the pion-baryon
baryon-baryon reactions. Furthermore, one should
isospin-averaged total cross sections calculated in a con
tent manner. Lastly although the present study has b
made for exclusive kaon production, there might also b
significant difference between theDN andNN collision re-
actions in inclusive kaon production in proton-nucleus
heavy-ion collisions. Thus, it is interesting to perform calc
lations for inclusive kaon production, focusing on the effe
of the D.
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APPENDIX

1. Coupling constants of the resonances

Here we give relations between the branching ratios of
adopted resonances and the corresponding coupling
stants squared, evaluated in the rest frame of each reson
Note that all the coupling constants appearing below sho
be understood as being multiplied by the appropriate fo
factors. In addition, the confidence level, spin and parity
each resonance is specified. For the definition ofl(x,y,z)
appearing below, see the text, after Eq.~34!.

FIG. 23. The same as Fig. 22, for Ni1Ni collisions at
1.8A GeV.
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2. Cross section relation for thepN˜LK reactions

Here, we add a relation for the total cross sections for thepN→LK reactions, which was not mentioned in Ref.@46#. The
relation is

s~p1n→LK1!5s~p2p→LK0!52s~p0p→LK1!52s~p0n→LK0!. ~A19!
s
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